
FACT # 507 
 

 

 

THE MOON wakes up in a bathtub full of coffee. Wakes up 

with a flag deep in its back. Men with fishbowl faces, whispering 

words of discouragement in its ear. A suit and tie falls from the 

sky onto its slender shoulders. THE MOON leans its head 

against the window. So heavy. So full. THE MOON was born 

with a detachable anchor in its leg. A terrible fear of the dark. 

Or any place without exits. THE MOON looks down at its 

wrist. A length of red string. Note to self: a man named Straw 

Boy is arriving on an airplane. Fear him. And THE MOON will 

do just that. Outside, the trash is piling up. But that’s to be 

expected. A sign hangs over the refrigerator, full of empty 

squares. It says this is the year of the horse. Then a smaller sign 

says this is the year of fire. The year of unswept chimneys. THE 

MOON desperately wants to love things, but just can’t. It 

doesn’t have the strength. If asked, it will admit that none of 

these are facts. They’re just memos. THE MOON sending itself 

small dispatches from the future. Many years ago, it raised its 

hand and carved a circle in the sky. Then it fell upward. Fell 



right through it. Turned out there was nothing on the other 

side. But still, THE MOON searches. Everyday it leaves its 

room and sifts a mile of fine black sand. It stacks fossil upon 

fossil. The world is a sequence of disappearing conch shells. 

There is only the one sound, but it’s not The Ocean. There will 

come a day when THE MOON finds that special something it’s 

been searching for. It’s on the lookout for a tall woman in a 

bandit mask. Seems she’s carrying something that belongs to it. 

Something THE MOON holds very dear. Could be a set of 

spare house keys. Could be a significant portion of its heart. 


